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Abstract. In this paper, we derive bounds on performance guarantees
of online algorithms for real-time preemptive scheduling of jobs with
deadlines on K machines when jobs are characterized in terms of their
minimum stretch factor α (or, equivalently, their maximum execution
rate r = 1/α). We consider two well known preemptive models that
are of interest from practical applications: the hard real-time scheduling
model in which a job must be completed if it was admitted for execution
by the online scheduler, and the firm real-time scheduling model in which
the scheduler is allowed not to complete a job even if it was admitted
for execution by the online scheduler. In both models, the objective is to
maximize the sum of execution times of the jobs that were executed to
completion, preemption is allowed, and the online scheduler must imme-
diately decide, whenever a job arrives, whether to admit it for execution
or reject it. We measure the competitive ratio of any online algorithm
as the ratio of the value of the objective function obtained by this al-
gorithm to that of the best possible offline algorithm. We show that no
online algorithm can have a competitive ratio greater than 1− (1/α)+ ε
for hard real-time scheduling with K ≥ 1 machines and greater than
1 − (3/(4�α�)) + ε for firm real-time scheduling on a single machine,
where ε > 0 may be arbitrarily small, even if the algorithm is allowed to
know the value of α in advance. On the other hand, we exhibit a simple
online scheduler that achieves a competitive ratio of at least 1− (1/α) in
either of these models with K machines. The performance guarantee of
our simple scheduler shows that it is in fact an optimal scheduler for hard
real-time scheduling with K machines. We also describe an alternative
scheduler for firm real-time scheduling on a single machine in which the
competitive ratio does not go to zero as α approaches 1. Both of our
schedulers do not know the value of α in advance.

1 Introduction

The need to support applications with real-time characteristics, such as speech
understanding and synthesis, animation, and multimedia, has spurred research
in operating system frameworks that provide quality of service (QoS) guarantees
for real-time applications that run concurrently with traditional non-real-time
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workloads [8, 9, 11–14,19, 22–24,27]). In such a framework, a real-time applica-
tion negotiates with the resource manager a range of “operating levels” at which
the application can run depending on the availability of resources. Based on the
current state of the system, the resource manager may increase or decrease the
application’s operating level within this pre-negotiated range. As an example,
consider an application that displays video frames over a network link. Such an
application may require a nominal rate of 30 frames/second, but if it is not possi-
ble to achieve this rate, the rate may be reduced to 15 frames/second by skipping
every other frame and still achieve reasonable quality. If there are still inadequate
system resources, the rate may be further reduced to say 7.5 frames/second (by
skipping every fourth frame). However, below this minimum rate the application
would produce completely inadequate performance and hence should not be run.

In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling real-time jobs for the
case when the job’s ”operating level” is characterized by its stretch factor, which
is defined as ratio of its response time (i.e., total time in the system) to its
execution time. Specifically, we consider the problem of scheduling a set of n
independent jobs, J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn} on K machines M1, M2, . . . , MK . Each
job Ji is characterized by the following parameters: its arrival time a(Ji), its
execution time e(Ji, j) on machine Mj , and its stretch factor α(Ji) (α(Ji) ≥ 1),
or equivalently its rate r(Ji) = 1/α(Ji) (0 ≤ r(Ji) ≤ 1). The parameter α(Ji)
determines how late Ji may be executed on machine Mj ; specifically, Ji must be
completed no later than its deadline d(Ji) = a(Ji)+e(Ji, j)α(Ji) on machine Mj .
A valid schedule for executing these jobs is one in which each job Ji is scheduled
on at most one machine, each machine Mj executes only one job at any time and
a job is executed only between its arrival time and its deadline. Preemption is
allowed during job execution, i.e., a job may be interrupted during its execution
and its processor may be allocated to another job. However, migration of jobs
is not allowed, i.e., once a job is scheduled to run on a specific machine, it can
only be executed on that machine.

We are interested in online preemptive scheduling algorithms based on two
real-time models. In the hard real-time model, every job that is admitted by the
system must be completed by its deadline or the system will be considered to
have failed. This in contrast to a soft real-time system [20] that allows jobs to
complete past their deadlines with no catastrophic effect except possibly some
degradation in performance. In [1] Baruah et. al considered a special case of
a soft real-time system, called a firm real-time system, in which no “value” is
gained for a job that completes past its deadline. We consider both the hard and
firm real-time models in this paper. In both cases, we are interested in online
scheduling algorithms that maximizes the utilization, which is defined as the
sum of the execution times of all jobs that are completed by their deadlines.
Notice that in the hard real-time model, the scheduler must only admit jobs
that are guaranteed to complete by their deadlines. In contrast, in the firm real-
time model, the scheduler may admit some jobs that do not complete by their
deadlines, but such jobs do not contribute to the utilization of the resulting
schedule. We measure the performance of the online algorithm in terms of its



competitive ratio, which is the ratio of the utilization obtained by this algorithm
to that of the best possible offline algorithm.

For a given set of jobs J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn}, an important parameter of
interest in adaptive rate-controlled scheduling is their maximum execution rate
r(J ) = max{r(Ji) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} (or, equivalently, their minimum stretch α(J ) =
min{α(Ji) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}). In fact, it is not difficult to see that without any
bound on the execution rates of jobs no online algorithm for the hard real-time
scheduling model has a competitive ratio greater than zero in the worst case
(unless additional assumptions are made about the relative execution time of the
jobs [18]). However, natural applications in rate-controlled scheduling leads to
investigation of improved bounds on the competitive ratios of online algorithms
with a given a priori upper bound on the execution rates of jobs. Because the
stretch factor metric has been widely used in the literature (e.g., see [6, 7, 21]), we
choose to continue with the stretch factor characterization of jobs (rather than
the rate characterization) in the rest of the paper and present all our bounds in
terms of the stretch factors of jobs.

The scheduling problem for jobs with deadlines (both preemptive and non-
preemptive versions) has a rather rich history. Below we just provide a synopsis
of the history, the reader is referred to a recent paper such as [4] for more de-
tailed discussions. The offline non-preemptive version of the problem for a single
machine is NP-hard even when all the jobs are released at the same time [25];
however this special case has a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme. The
offline preemptive version of the scheduling problem was studied by Lawler [17],
who found a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, as well as polynomial time al-
gorithms for two important special cases. Kise, Ibaraki and Mine [15] presented
solutions for the special case of the offline non-preemptive version of the prob-
lem when the release times and deadlines are similarly ordered. Two recent pa-
pers [3, 5] considered offline non-preemptive versions of the scheduling problems
on many related and/or unrelated machines and improved some of the bounds
in a previous paper on the same topic [4, 26]. On-line versions of the problem for
preemptive and nonpreemptive cases were considered, among others, in [2, 16,
18]. Baruah et. al. [2] provide a lower and upper bound of 1/4 for one machine
and an upper bound of 1/2 for two machines on the competitive ratio for on-
line algorithms for firm real-time scheduling. Lipton and Tomkins [18] provide
an online algorithm with a competitive ratio of O(1/(log∆)1+ε) for scheduling
intervals in the hard real-time model, where ∆ is the ratio of the largest to
the smallest interval in the collection and ε > 0 is arbitrary, and show that no
online algorithm with a competitive ratio better than O(1/ log∆) can exist for
this problem. Some other recent papers that considered various problems related
to stretch factors of jobs (such as minimizing the average stretch factor during
scheduling) are [6, 7, 21].

The following notations and terminologies are used in the rest of paper.
AK denotes an online preemptive scheduling algorithm for K machines and
OPTK is an optimal offline preemptive scheduling algorithm for K machines.
When K = 1, we will simply denote them by A and OPT , respectively. Un-



less otherwise stated, n denotes the number of jobs. For a given set of jobs J ,
UAK (J ) (respectively, UOPTK (J )) denotes the processor utilization of AK (re-
spectively, of OPTK). We say that an online scheduler AK has competitive ratio
ρ(AK , α), 0 ≤ ρ(AK , α) ≤ 1, if and only if

UAK (J )
UOPTK (J )

≥ ρ(AK , α)

for every job set J with α(J ) ≥ α. Finally, AK has a time complexity of O(m) if
and only if each decision of the scheduler can be implemented in time O(m). Our
main results are as follows. In Section 2, we show that ρ(AK , α) ≤ 1− (1/α)+ ε
for hard real-time scheduling, and ρ(A, α) ≤ 1 − 3/(4�α�) + ε for firm real-time
scheduling, where ε > 0 may be arbitrarily small. In Section 3, we design a
simple O(n) time online scheduler AK with ρ(AK , α) ≥ 1− (1/α) for either the
hard real-time or the firm real-time scheduling model. In Section 4, we describe
an online scheduler for firm real-time scheduling on a single machine in which
the competitive ratio does not go to zero as α approaches one. Due to space
limitations, some proofs are omitted.

2 Upper Bounds of the Competitive Ratio

In this section, we prove upper bounds of the competitive ratio for hard real-time
scheduling with K machines and firm real-time scheduling for a single machine.
We need the following simple technical lemma which applies to both hard and
firm real-time scheduling.

Lemma 1. Assume that α ≥ 1 is an integer and we have a set of α jobs, each
with stretch factor α, execution time x > 0, and the same arrival time t. Then,
it is not possible to execute all these α jobs, together with another job of positive
execution time, during the time interval [t, t+αx], in either the hard or the firm
real-time scheduling model.

2.1 Hard Real-Time Scheduling for K Machines

Theorem 1. For every α ≥ 1, every K ≥ 1, any arbitrarily small ε > 0, and
for any online preemptive scheduling algorithm AK , ρ(AK , α) ≤ 1 − (1/α) + ε.

Proof. For later usage in the proof, we need the following inequality: for any
a > 1, 1

1+ a2
a−1

≤ a−1
a . This is true since 1

1+ a2
a−1

≤ a−1
a ⇔ a2 +a−1 ≥ a ⇔ a2 ≥ 1.

It is sufficient to prove the theorem for all ε < 1/α. The proof proceeds by
exhibiting explicitly a set of jobs J with stretch factor at least α for which
ρ(AK , α) ≤ 1 − (1/α) + ε for any scheduling algorithm AK . All jobs in the
example have stretch factor α. Furthermore, any job J in our example has the
same execution time on all machines, hence we will simply use the notation e(J)
instead of e(J, j). We break the proof into two cases depending on whether α is
an integer or not.



Case 1: α is an integer. Let a = α
1−(αε) and 0 < δ < 1

K3 be any value. Note
that a > α ≥ 1. The strategy of the adversary is as follows:

(a) At time 0, the adversary generates a job J0 with e(J0) = 1 and α(J0) = α.
AK must accept this job because otherwise the adversary stops generating any
more jobs and the competitive ratio is zero.

(b) At time δi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, the adversary stops (does not generate
any more jobs) if AK did not accept Ji−1; otherwise it generates a job Ji with
e(Ji) = a2

a−1

∑i−1
k=0 e(Jk) and α(Ji) = α. Notice that e(Ji) ≥ 1 for all 0 ≤ i < K.

First, we note that AK is forced to accept all the jobs. Otherwise, if AK did
not accept job Ji (for some 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1), then since OPTK can execute all of
the jobs J0, J1, J2, . . . , Ji (each on a different machine), we have

ρ(AK , α) =

∑i−1
j=0 e(Jj)∑i
j=0 e(Jj)

=
1

1 + e(Ji)∑i−1

j=0
e(Jj)

=
1

1 + a2

a−1

≤ a − 1
a

= 1 − (1/α) + ε

as promised. Next, we show that AK cannot execute two of these jobs on the
same machine. Suppose that job Ji (i > 0) is the first job that is executed on
the same machine executing another job Jk for some k < i. We know that Ji

arrives after Jk. Hence, if Ji has to execute to completion on the same machine
together with Jk, then we must have e(Ji) ≤ (α − 1)e(Jk). However,

e(Ji) =
a2

a − 1

i−1∑
j=0

e(Jj) >
a2

a − 1
e(Jk) > (a − 1)e(Jk) > (α − 1)e(Jk)

Hence, if Ak still did not give up, it must be executing all the K jobs, each on
a different machine.

(c) Now, the adversary generates a new set of αK jobs. Each job arrives at
the same time δK, has the same stretch factor α, and the same execution time
e = x(

∑K−1
i=0 e(Ji)) where x > 2a. Notice that none of the previous K jobs

finished on or before the arrival of these new set of jobs since δK < 1 and
e(Ji) ≥ 1 for all i. Hence, by Lemma 1, at most (α−1) new jobs can be executed
by AK on a single machine. Hence, U(AK) ≤

∑K−1
i=0 e(Ji) + K(α − 1)e. The

optimal scheduling algorithm OPTK will on the other hand reject all previous
K jobs and accept all the new αK jobs. Thus, U(OPTK) ≥ Kαe and hence

UA

UOPT
≤

∑K−1
i=0 e(Ji) + K(α − 1)e

Kαe
=

1 + K(α − 1)x
Kαx

≤ 1 − (1/α) + ε

where the last inequality follows from the fact that x > 2a > ε.

Case 2: α is not an integer. Let p = �α� ≥ 1; thus α > p ≥ 1. The strategy
of the adversary is as follows.

(a) First, as in Case 1, the adversary first generates the following jobs. At time
0, the adversary generates a job J0 with e(J0) = 1 and α(J0) = α and at time δi,



for 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, the adversary stops (does not generate any more jobs) if AK

did not accept Ji−1; otherwise it generates a job Ji with e(Ji) = a2

a−1

∑i−1
k=0 e(Jj)

and α(Ji) = α. The same argument as in Case 1 indicates that AK must schedule
all these jobs, each on a separate machine.

(b)Let β > max
{

1
(α−1)(α−p)

,
(

1
α−p

)
max0≤i≤K−1

{
e(Ji)

e(Ji)−((1/α)+ε)
∑

K−1

j=0
e(Jj)

}
,

2
α−p

}
be a positive integer. Now, at time δK, the adversary generates a job JK

with e(JK) = β(α−p)e(J0) and α(JK) = α and at time δi, for K+1 ≤ i ≤ 2K−1,
the adversary stops (does not generate any more jobs) if AK did not accept Ji−1;
otherwise it generates a job Ji with e(Ji) = β(α − p)e(Ji−K) and α(Ji) = α.

First, note that it is possible to execute all the 2K jobs by executing jobs Ji

and JK+i, for 0 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, on the same machine. Since the jobs Ji and JK+i

are released δK time apart, after Ji finishes execution, the time left for JK+i to
complete its execution is

αe(JK+i) − e(Ji) + δK >

(
α − 1

β(α − p)

)
e(JK+i) > e(JK+i)

which is sufficient for its execution. Next, note that AK must accept all the new
K jobs. If AK did not accept JK+i, for some 0 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, then since the
adversary can execute all the jobs J1, J2, . . . , JK+i, we have

UA

UOPT
≤

∑K+i−1

j=0
e(Jj)∑

K+i

j=0
e(Jj)

=
β(α−p)

∑i−1

j=0
e(Jj)+

∑K−1

j=i
e(Jj)

β(α−p)
∑

i

j=0
e(Jj)+

∑
K−1

j=i+1
e(Jj)

= 1 − (β(α−p)−1)e(Ji)

β(α−p)
∑i

j=0
e(Jj)+

∑K−1

j=i+1
e(Jj)

< 1 − (β(α−p)−1)e(Ji)

β(α−p)
∑K−1

j=0
e(Jj)

since β(α − p) > 2

= 1 −
(

(β(α−p)−1
β(α−p)

) (
e(Ji)∑

K−1

j=0
e(Jj)

)

< 1 − (1/α) + ε

where the last inequality follows since β(α − p) > e(Ji)/(e(Ji) − ((1/α) +
ε)

∑K−1
j=0 e(Jj)). Hence, after this step, AK must be executing all the 2K jobs

presented to it.

(c) Now, similar to as in (c) in Case 1, the adversary generates a new set of αK
jobs. Each job arrives at the same time 2δK, has the same stretch factor α, and
the same execution time e = x(

∑2K−1
i=0 e(Ji)) where x > 2a. In a manner similar

to Case 1, it can be shown that at most (α−1) new jobs can be executed by AK

on a single machine. Hence, U(AK) =
∑2K−1

i=0 e(Ji) + K(α − 1)e. The optimal
scheduling algorithm OPTK will on the other hand reject all previous 2K jobs
and accept all the new αK jobs. Thus, U(OPTK) = Kαe and hence

UA

UOPT
≤

∑2K−1
i=0 e(Ji) + K(α − 1)e

Kαe
=

1 + K(α − 1)x
Kαx

≤ 1 − (1/α) + ε



where the last inequality follows from the fact that x > 2a > ε. �	

2.2 Firm Real-Time Scheduling For a Single Machine

Theorem 2. For every α ≥ 1, any arbitrarily small ε > 0, and for any online
preemptive scheduling algorithm A, ρ(A, α) ≤ 1 − 3/(4�α�) + ε.

3 An Online Scheduler for Both Models

In this section, we exhibit a simple O(n) time online scheduler of K machines,
where n is the total number of jobs, that achieves a competitive ratio of at least
1− (1/α) for either hard or firm real-time scheduling. The online scheduler AK

is based on the EDF (Earliest Deadline First) scheduling algorithm [10]. When a
job J arrives, AK first runs an admission test on the machines M1, M2, . . . , MK ,
in any predetermined order, to check if all previously admitted jobs that have
not yet completed, plus job J , can be completed by their respective deadlines
on some machine Mj . If so AK admits J on machine Mj, otherwise it rejects
J . Admitted jobs in each machine are executed by AK in nondecreasing order
of their deadlines. Thus, preemptions may occur: a currently executing job will
be preempted in favor of a newly admitted job with an earlier deadline. The
preempted job resumes execution when there are no more admitted jobs with
earlier deadlines.

The details of the scheduling algorithm of AK are as follows. AK maintains a
queue Qj of jobs that have been admitted but have not yet completed on machine
Mj. Each job in the queue Qj contains three information: (1) its job number,
(2) its deadline, and (3) its remaining execution time (i.e., its execution time
minus the processor time that it has consumed so far). The jobs in the queue are
ordered by nondecreasing deadlines. Thus, if the machine Mj is busy, then it is
executing the job at the head of the queue Qj (which has the earliest deadline)
and the remaining execution time of this job decreases as it continues to execute.
The job is deleted from Qj when its remaining execution time becomes zero, and
the job (if any) that becomes the new head of the queue Qj is executed next on
Mj. Clearly, the total time taken by the online scheduler over all machines when
a new job arrives is O(n).

As a final note, it may happen that several jobs may arrive simultaneously;
in this case, AK processes these jobs in any arbitrary order.

Before proceeding further, we first introduce some notations to simplify the
equations that will be presented shortly. Let X be a set of jobs. We shall use
X |≤d (X |>d) to denote the subset of jobs in X whose deadlines are ≤ d
(respectively, > d). Additionally, we slightly abuse notation by using e(X, j) to
denote the sum of the execution times of all jobs in X on machine Mj .

Finally, the following inequality will be used later:

Fact 1 a+u
b+v

≥ u
v

whenever u ≤ v and a ≥ b.



Theorem 3. For every set of jobs J with α(J ) = α and for every integer
K ≥ 1, UAK

(J )

UOPTK
(J ) ≥ 1 − (1/α)

Proof. Let J = {J1, J2, . . . , Jn} be the set of n jobs. We wish to compare the
schedule of AK with that of an optimal offline scheduler OPTK . For a given
machine Mj , the schedule of AK for this machine produces an execution profile
that consists of an alternating sequence of busy and idle time intervals of Mj .
A busy time interval of Mj corresponds to the case when the machine Mj is
busy executing some job. Each busy interval (except the last) of Mj is separated
from its next busy interval by an idle interval, during which the machine Mj

is not executing any job. Define a busy time interval for the scheduler AK to
be a time interval during which all of its K machines are busy; otherwise call
it a non-busy time interval of AK . Observe that any job that arrived during a
non-busy time interval of AK must have been scheduled by AK immediately,
since at least one its machines was not executing any job. In other words, any
job that was rejected by AK must have arrived during a busy time interval of
AK .

Let B1, B2, . . . , Bm be the busy intervals of AK . The jobs in J can then be
partitioned into the following disjoint subsets:

– J1,J2, . . . ,Jm, where Ji is the set of jobs that arrive during busy interval
Bi.

– The remaining set J ′′ = J − ∪m
i=1Ji of jobs whose arrival time is during a

non-busy time interval of AK . All jobs in J ′′ were executed by AK .

Let J ′ = ∪m
i=1Ji. Let J ′

AK
(respectively, J ′

OPTK
) be the set of jobs that were

executed by AK (respectively, OPTK) from J ′. We first claim that, to prove
Theorem 3, it is sufficient to show that

e(J ′
AK

)
e(J ′

OPTK
)
≥ 1 − (1/α) (1)

Why is this so? Assume that OPTK executes a subset J ′′
OPTK

of the jobs
in J ′′. Hence, UAK (J ) = e(J ′

AK
) + e(J ′′), UOPTK (J ) = e(J ′

OPTK
) + e(J ′′

OPTK
)

and e(J ′′) ≥ e(J ′′
OPTK

). Now, if e(J ′
AK

) ≥ e(J ′
OPTK

), then clearly UAK
(J )

UOPTK
(J ) ≥

1 > 1 − (1/α). Otherwise, if e(J ′
AK

) < e(J ′
OPTK

), then by Fact 1, UAK
(J )

UOPTK
(J )

≥
e(J ′

AK
)

e(J ′
OPTK

)
.

Now we prove that Equation 1. Let J AK
i and J OPTK

i be the subsets of
jobs in Ji admitted by AK and OPTK , respectively. Obviously, since e(J ′

AK
) =∑m

i=1 e(J AK
i ) and e(J ′

OPTK
) =

∑m
i=1 e(J OPTK

i ), it suffices to prove that, for
each busy interval Bi of AK , 1 ≤ i ≤ m:

e(J AK
i )

e(J OPTK
i )

≥ 1 − (1/α) (2)



We now prove Equation 2. For notational convenience, we drop the subscript
K from AK and OPTK . Let J A

i,j (respectively, J OPT
i,j ) be the subset of jobs in

JA
i (respectively, J OPT

i ) that were scheduled on machine Mj . Since e(J A
i ) =∑K

j=1 e(J A
i,j) and e(J OPT

i ) =
∑K

j=1 e(J OPT
i,j ), to prove Equation 2 it is sufficient

to show that

e(J A
i,j)

e(J OPT
i,j )

≥ 1 − (1/α) (3)

We now prove Equation 3 for an arbitrary machine Mj . For notational con-
venience, for a set of jobs X we refer to e(X, j) simply by e(X). Let t be the
time at which busy interval Bi begins; thus, all jobs in Ji,j have arrival times
no earlier than t. Let X ∈ JOPT

i,j be a job with the latest deadline among all
jobs in J ′

OPT − J ′
A that was executed in machine Mj. If there is no such job

X, then J OPT
i,j ⊆ J A

i,j and Equation 3 trivially holds, hence we assume such
an X exists. Also, assume that e(J A

i,j) < e(J OPT
i,j ), otherwise again Equation 3

trivially holds.
By the admission test, A rejected X for Mj because its admission would have

caused some job Y (possibly X) on Mj to miss its deadline d(Y ); i.e.,

t + e(J A
i,j |≤d(Y )) + e(X) > d(Y )

The term t on the left hand side of the above equation is due to the fact that all
jobs in J A

i,j have arrival times no earlier than t and hence cannot be executed
before time t. Since J A

i,j = J A
i,j |≤d(Y ) ∪ J A

i,j |>d(Y ), we get:

e(J A
i,j) > d(Y ) − e(X) − t + e(J A

i,j |>d(Y )). (4)

Now, since OPT must complete all jobs in J OPT
i,j on Mj no later than their

deadlines, it should be the case that t + e(J OPT
i,j |≤d) ≤ d for every d. In partic-

ular, when d = d(Y ), we have:

t + e(J OPT
i,j |≤d(Y )) ≤ d(Y )

Since J OPT
i,j = J OPT

i,j |≤d(Y ) ∪ JOPT
i,j |>d(Y ), we get:

e(J OPT
i,j ) ≤ d(Y ) − t + e(J OPT

i,j |>d(Y ))

By definition, X has the latest deadline among all jobs admitted by OPT but
rejected by A on machine Mj . Also, by the admission test, Y is either X or
some other job admitted by A with deadline d(Y ) > d(X). It follows that
JOPT

i,j |>d(Y )⊆ J A
i,j |>d(Y ). The above equation then becomes:

e(J OPT
i,j ) ≤ d(Y ) − t + e(J A

i,j |>d(Y )). (5)

From Equations 4 and 5 we get:



e(J A
i,j)

e(J OPT
i,j )

>
d(Y ) − e(X) − t + e(J A

i,j |>d(Y ))
d(Y ) − t + e(J A

i,j |>d(Y ))

=
a(Y ) + e(Y )α(Y ) − e(X) − t + e(J A

i,j |>d(Y ))
a(Y ) + e(Y )α(Y ) − t + e(J A

i,j |>d(Y ))

=
a(Y )−t+e(JA

i,j|>d(Y ))

α(Y ) + e(Y ) − e(X)
α(Y )

a(Y )−t+e(JA
i,j|>d(Y ))

α(Y )
+ e(Y )

≥
e(Y ) − e(X)

α(Y )

e(Y )
, by Fact 1

= 1− e(X)
α(Y )e(Y )

.

We now show that e(X)/α(Y ) ≤ e(Y )/α. If X = Y , then e(X)/α(Y ) =
e(Y )/α(Y ) ≤ e(Y )/α, since α(Y ) ≥ α. If X = Y , then Y is some job previously
admitted by A on machine Mj such that a(Y ) ≤ a(X) and d(Y ) > d(X). Thus:

a(Y ) + e(Y )α(Y ) > a(X) + e(X)α(X)
⇐⇒ e(Y )α(Y ) > (a(X) − a(Y )) + e(X)α(J)
⇐⇒ e(Y )α(Y ) ≥ e(X)α(X), since a(X) − a(Y ) ≥ 0
⇐⇒ e(Y )α(Y ) ≥ e(X)α, since α(X) ≥ α.

Hence, it follows that e(X)/α(Y ) ≤ e(Y )/α. We therefore conclude that

e(J A
i,j)

e(J OPT
i,j )

> 1 − e(X)
α(Y )e(Y )

≥ 1 − 1
α

�	

4 An Combined Scheduler for Firm Real-Time
Scheduling on a Single Machine

The competitive ratio 1 − (1/α) for the scheduler described in Section 3 ap-
proaches zero as α approaches one. For the case of firm real-time scheduling
on a single machine, this can be avoided by combining our scheduler with the
version 2 of the TD1 scheduler (Figure 2) of [2].

Of course, if α is known to the online algorithm in advance, then combining
the two algorithms is easy: if α > 4/3, the scheduling algorithm of Section 3 is
chosen; otherwise the TD1 scheduler of [2] is chosen. This would ensure that the
competitive ratio of the combined scheduler is at least max{1/4, 1−(1/α)}. The
above discussion leads to the following simple corollary.

Corollary 1. If the value of α is known to the online scheduler in advance, then
there is a scheduler A with ρ(A, α) ≥ max{1/4, 1− (1/α)}.



However, in practice the value of α may not be known to the online scheduler
in advance. In that case, a different strategy needs to be used. The following
theorem can be proved using this new strategy.

Theorem 4. Even if the value of α is not known in advance to the scheduler,
it is possible to design a scheduler CS whose performance guarantee is given by

ρ(CS, α) ≥
{

1 − (1/α) if α ≥ 4/3
7/64 otherwise
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